Abstract. The catch/throw mechanism in Common Lisp provides a simple control mechanism for non-local exit. We study typed calculi by Nakano and Sato which formalize the catch/throw mechanism. These calculi correspond to classical logic through the Curry-Howard isomorphism, and one of their characteristic points is that they have nondeterministic reduction rules. These calculi can represent various computational meaning of classical proofs. This paper is mainly concerned with the strong normalizability of these calculi. Namely, we prove the strong normalizability of these calculi, which was an open problem. We rst formulate a non-deterministic variant of Parigot's -calculus, and show it is strongly normalizing. We then translate the catch/throw calculi to this variant. Since the translation preserves typing and reduction, we obtain the strong normalization of the catch/throw calculi. We also briey consider second-order extension of the catch/throw calculi.
Introduction
The catch and throw mechanism provides a means to implement non-local exits.
The following simple example written in Common Lisp [18] shows how to use the catch and throw mechanism:
(defun multiply (x) (catch 'zero (multiply2 x))) (defun multiply2 (x) (if (null x) 1 (if (= (car x) 0) (throw 'zero 0) (* (car x) (multiply2 (cdr x))))))
The rst function multiply sets up the catch-point with the tag zero, and immediately calls the second function. The second one multiply2 performs the actual computation by recursion. Given a list of integers, it calculates the multiplication of the members in the list. If 0 is found in the list, then the result must be 0 without computing any further, so it returns 0 by the throw-expression. The catch/throw mechanism is useful if one wants to escape from nested function calls at a time, especially in run-time errors.
Nakano [10] [11] [12] [13] proposed calculi with inference rules which give logical interpretations of the catch/throw constructs in Lisp. His calculi dier from the actual catch/throw-constructs in Common Lisp in two ways.
(1) He changed the scope rule of the catch-construct from a dynamic one to a lexical one. In the above example, the expression (throw 'zero 0) is not lexically in the scope of the corresponding catch-expression, which shows the catch-expression has dynamic scope in Common Lisp. 1 In Nakano's calculi, tags are variables rather than constants, and the correspondence between throw and catch is represented as the ordinary variable binding mechanism, in which the scope of binders is lexical.
(2) He introduced the tag-abstraction and tag-application mechanisms which do not exist in Common Lisp. 2 The motivation of this was to recover the expressivity which was lost by changing the scope rule of the catch-construct. Let us see how the above example can be written in Nakano's style:
(defun multiply (x) (catch 'zero (multiply2 x 'zero)))
(defun multiply2 (x u) (if (null x) 1 (if (= (car x) 0) (throw u 0) (* (car x) (multiply2 (cdr x) u)))))
In this modied program, the catch-construct has lexical scope so that the scope of the tag zero is (multiply2 x 'zero) only. To throw an object from another function multiply2, the function is abstracted by the tag variable u. When using the function multiply2 we must provide the tag zero as the second parameter.
Nakano also introduced a new type constructor 1 (called \otherwise") for the tag abstraction mechanism; if a is a term of type A, and u is a tag-variable of type B, then the abstraction of a by u has type A 1 B.
The characteristic points in Nakano's formulation were (1) L c=t has restriction (side-condition) in the implication-introduction rule, and it excludes terms which corresponds to classical proofs. Actually L c=t corresponds to an intuitionistic calculus through the Curry-Howard isomorphism. (2) L c=t allows as many reductions as possible, hence it is non-deterministic (not conuent). These two features may look strange, since classical logic is said to be essentially nonconuent, while intuitionistic logic is conuent. 3 We consider that the classical version of L c=t , which is obtained by removing the restriction, is a more natural calculus, and is suitable for extracting algorithmic meaning from classical proofs. We call L K c=t as the classical version of L c=t . A few years later than Nakano, the second author (Sato) proposed another formulation for the catch/throw mechanism [16] . His motivation was to eliminate the type of the tag abstraction (\otherwise") in L c=t , since it is equivalent to disjunction. By unifying the throw-expression and the tag-abstraction mechanism, he obtained a simpler calculus NJ c=t . He also showed that L c=t can be interpreted in NJ c=t . NJ c=t has essentially the same restriction in the implication-introduction rule, hence it corresponds to intuitionistic logic. He also dened NK c=t by throwing away the restriction, and showed that it corresponds to classical logic. In summary, there are proposed four calculi for the catch/throw mechanism:
In this paper, we investigate the strong normalizability (SN) of the above four calculi, in particular, L K c=t and NK c=t . The SN of L c=t was proved by Nakano [13] , but his proof was based on complex model-theoretic arguments. In our previous works, we proved the SN of NJ c=t in [6] , and the SN of a large fragment of L K c=t in [7] , but the SN of the full fragments of classical calculi L K c=t and NK c=t was an open problem. This paper solves this problem in an armative way.
We rst formulate a non-deterministic variant of Parigot's -calculus by adding several reduction rules, and prove its strong normalizability using the reducibility method. We then translate the catch/throw calculi to this variant. Since this translation preserves typing as well as reduction, we obtain a proof of the strong normalizability of all the four calculi. We nally briey discuss second-order extension of them. 2 The Catch/Throw Calculi 2.1 Nakano's Formulation Nakano proposed several calculi for the catch/throw mechanism. Among them, L c=t given in [13] is the strongest one. In this paper we also study L K c=t , an extension of L c=t . Although Nakano himself did not present L K c=t in published papers, the latter can be obtained from L c=t by simply throwing away the restriction in the implication introduction rule, therefore we regard L K c=t as one of Nakano's calculi.
In the following, we shall dene L K c=t and mention the dierence of L K c=t and L c=t .
We assume that there are nitely many atomic types (we use K as a metavariable for atomic types) including ? (falsity). As noted in the introduction, tags in Common Lisp (exception names in Standard ML) are represented as tag-variables rather than constants. The preterm u:t is the tag-abstraction mechanism like the -abstraction x:t, and the preterm tapp(t; u) is the tag-application mechanism 4 like the functional application apply(t; u). We sometimes omit the types in variables. We also write apply(a; b) as ab. An individual variable is bound by the -construct and the case-construct, and a tag variable is bound by the catch-construct and the -construct. We identify two terms which are equivalent under renaming of bound individual/tag variables. FV(t) and FTV(t) denote the set of free individual variables and the set of free tag variables in t, respectively.
Denition 1 (Type
The type inference rules are given in the natural deduction style, and listed in In L c=t , the implication-introduction rule (marked (*)) has a restriction on free tag variables in b. L K c=t has no restriction. In the intuitionistic calculus L c=t , a preterm x A :b is well-typed only when x A does not essentially occur in the scope of any throw-construct in b. One of Nakano's main results was that, this restriction neatly corresponds to intuitionistic propositional calculus through the Curry-Howard isomorphism. The actual restriction is complex due to the existence of the case-construct. In this paper we do not give the precise denition of \essential occurrence". We refer to [10] and [13] As an instance, we have the following reductions: Since we did not restrict any evaluation strategy, the reduction in L K c=t is nondeterministic, moreover it is not conuent. For instance, we have the following reduction sequences where we put t catch(u A ; ( Theorem 3 (Nakano) . The subject reduction property holds for L c=t and L K c=t .
Sato's Formulation
In [16] , Sato proposed another formulation of the catch/throw mechanism. His primary motivation was to get rid of the logical connective 1 from L K c=t , yet to obtain a system which is as powerful as L K c=t . From the logical point of view, 1 is redundant, since it is equivalent to disjunction. Sato successfully eliminated 1 from the calculus by unifying the two binders of tag variables, catch and .
We shall give the denition of NK c=t in the following. NJ The last reduction may look strange, but it is useful in writing concise proofs [16] , and necessary to simulate the reduction tapp(v:
Theorem 5 (Sato) . The subject reduction property holds for NJ c=t and NK c=t .
Non-determinism and Classical Logic
All the four calculi for the catch/throw mechanism have non-deterministic reduction rules, and are not conuent. We do not think that this is defect because: (1) as far as the strong normalizability is concerned, it is good to have as many reduction rules as possible. As a corollary of the strong normalizability of the strongest calculus, we obtain the strong normalizability of any subcalculus, and (2) classical logic is said to be inherently non-deterministic. In order to express all possible computations in classical proofs, our calculus should be non-deterministic. Later we can choose one answer by xing an evaluation strategy. Murthy gave examples which show classical proofs may contain multiple computational meanings [9] . The second author showed in [17] that Murthy's example can be expressed in in the NK c=t -style calculus. In this section, we give a non-deterministic variant of Parigot's as a target of translation from the catch/throw calculi.
Parigot's -calculus [15] is a second-order propositional calculus for classical logic. It is a natural-deduction system whose sequents have multiple consequents.
The -calculus is a quite nice formulation of classical logic, and at the same time, it is computationally interesting, since various control structures can be represented by the -construct whose typing is given as follows: However, the catch/throw calculi we consider are not conuent. Moreover, one term reduces to dierent variables x A and y A as we saw in the previous section. Since the calculus is a conuent calculus, the direct simulation of the catch/throw calculi by is not possible. A possible solution is to add more reductions to , for instance, the call-byvalue version of the structural reduction (the symmetric structural reduction). However, it is not known that a system which has both the structural reduction and the symmetric structural reduction is strongly normalizing or not. Instead of naively adding reduction rules, we slightly modify the -calculus, then add non-deterministic reductions. Namely, we classify uses of into three cases:
( 1) We need (1) and (2) to simulate the catch-construct and the throw-construct, respectively. We only need to extend the reduction rules for (2) , and the reduction rules for (1) remain the same. We do not need (3) to simulate the catch/throw calculi, so such a term construction will be excluded.
Another modication to the -calculus is that we no longer have distinction of individual variables and tag variables. The named term [u]a will be represented by ordinary application ua. By this modication, we can directly -abstract over variables which correspond to names such as []. This is the key to simulate the tag-abstraction/tag-application mechanism in L K c=t . This representation is essentially due to de Groote [2] , who formalized the exception mechanism for ML. Fujita [3] recently studied a similar calculus for the exception mechanism.
As notational convenience, we write u:a for the term u:[u]a, and abort(va) for the term u:[v]a. We also extend reduction rules for the abort-construct to have non-deterministic features. We call the resulting system ND .
3.1 A Non-deterministic Calculus ND Contrary to the original , we have only one sort of variables. A variable x may be used for an ordinary variable and also for a name (a tag-variable in our sense). Also we have no distinction between ordinary terms and named terms.
Variables are bound by and constructs, and we again identify two terms which diers only in the bound variables. The preterm abort(t) is new to ND as we explained above. Let T be the set of preterms in ND , and SN be the set of strongly normalizing preterms in ND . Note that we do not restrict T and ND be subsets of typable terms, following [15] . (a) is the maximum length of reduction sequences starting from a if a 2 SN , and is undened if a 6 2 SN . For F T , let F <! be the set of nite sequences of elements of F . Namely, F <! = fha 1 ; 1 1 1 ; a n i j n 0; a i 2 F g In particular, F <! contains the empty sequence hi. Let SN.
An interpretation is naturally extended to any types in the following way:
(?) Proof. 1. We can prove this clause by induction on (a[b=x])+(b) using Lemma 8 and Lemma 11. We must take care that the reducts of (x:a)b may be of the form abort(c), but this case can be treated using Clause 3 of Lemma 10.
2. We can prove this clause by induction on ((u: (a[d= 3 Actually the theorem implies that both hold, so no ambiguity arises. We now state the proof of the theorem. 
Translation of Nakano's Calculus
We shall translate L K c=t to ND . The translation is the same as the standard encoding of propositional logic in second-order logic except the catch/throwconstructs.
First, we translate types. Let K 1 ; 1 1 1; K n be atomic types (other than ?) in L K c=t , and X 1 ; 1 1 1 ; X n be distinct type variables in ND . Proof. Since the translation for propositional connectives are standard, we verify the other cases only.
(catch) From where we assume x; y are not used in the term a. This translation may look complex, but it is the result of the second-order encoding of the above naive translation from NK c=t to L K c=t .
The translation is extended to a context for individual variables 0 in the same way as before. Remark. In our proof, the use of the second order quantier 8 is indispensable to give a translation of NK c=t . Since NK c=t is a rst-order system, one may think that our proof used too strong a method, and that the SN of NK c=t could be proved by a more elementary method. At present, we do not have an answer to this question. Our trial to apply an elementary method to NK c=t was not successful. c=t enjoy nice properties such as the subject reduction and the strong normalization. Here we briey mention the expressivity of these calculi. Since free structures such as the integers and the binary trees can be encoded by the second-order quantier [4] , we can dene functions with the catch/throw mechanism over various data types in the extended calculi.
For instance the function multiply mentioned before is typed as follows: Since the above representation of free structures is not so good in computation [4] , we may consider another direction of extension. Namely, we may add inductive data types. In [6] , the rst author already proposed to add inductive data types to NJ c=t without loss of the SN of the calculus, and showed that higher-order functions which use the catch/throw mechanism can be represented in the extended calculus. However, we have not fully studied this direction for the classical catch/throw calculi, so it is left for future work. 6 Concluding Remarks
We have investigated the four catch/throw calculi by Nakano and Sato, in particular, the calculi which correspond to classical logic through the Curry-Howard isomorphism. We dene a non-deterministic variant of Parigot's -calculus, and proved the strong normalizability of this variant. We gave faithful translations from the catch/throw calculi to this variant, and as a corollary, we obtained the strong normalizability of the four calculi. We also discussed their extension briey.
Recently, Fujita [3] studied exc , a call-by-name variant of de Groote's formulation of the exception mechanism in Standard ML. His calculus is a subcalculus of the rst-order version of -calculus. Since the catch/throw mechanism and the exception mechanism are essentially the same, his motivation and ours are similar. The main dierences of his calculus and our ND is that (1) his calculus is conuent, while ours are non-deterministic, so we have more computations, (2) he uses the rst-order version (actually, the implicational fragment), while we use the second-order version, and (3) his calculus has two sorts of variables (reminiscent of individual variables and tag variables), while we use one sort of variables, thus we can directly abstract over tags. Extracting algorithmic contents from classical proofs is now a quite active research area. Many researchers in this area aim at obtaining conuent calculi for classical logic. However, classical logic is said to be inherently non-deterministic, namely, classical proofs may contain multiple computational meanings. Therefore, if we want to represent as many computational meanings as possible, it is natural to begin with non-deterministic calculi. Our approach is to design and study non-deterministic calculi rst, then to study conuent subcalculi. We believe that the catch/throw calculi presented in this paper can be good basis for this approach. Barbanera and Berardi's calculus [1] is another non-deterministic calculus for classical proofs, so their calculus could be also a good basis. Further studies on extracting computational meaning from classical proofs are left for future work.
